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GIRA System 106 camera module- recording angle 100 °- black glass
Behind the interchangeable black glass pane is a high-quality camera with high sensitivity to light. Thanks to a recording angle of 100
°, the user is always in the picture of what happens on his doorstep.
The GIRA System 106 is an real metal installation system in puristic-edlem design without frame, based on a basic size of 106.5 ×
106.5 mm. With the modular door station in GIRA System 106, hospitality begins on the doorstep. From the call button, language
and camera module to the information and blind module, all functions present themselves in a coherent overall picture. In the dark,
the backlested call buttons with labeling field provide good readability and an appealing appearance.
The system 106 can be used in one and multi-family houses, but also in office buildings, industrial objects and hotels. The modular
structure makes it possible to individually adapt the system in size, design and functionality to the respective needs. Extensions and
changes are possible at any time through module exchange. Even a pure front change is possible with the system. Thus, the
appearance of the system can also be subsequently from z. B. traffic white to be changed to the stainless steel surface without
having to exchange the electronics units.
one-piece installation and gradually assembly
The system can be installed in parallel to the construction progress in different stages. So it is possible to assemble only the lower
part of the wall-mounted housing when building a shell, lines and modules can be added if they are needed.
technical data
voltage supply
System: via flat band cable, 10-pin
to 2 camera modules: via control unit video
from 3rd camera module: In addition via voltage supply for door communication DC 24 V 300 MA
power consumption
Maximum: 2.7 W (camera active in night operations)
stand-by operation: 80 mw
connections
System (flush band cable, 10-pin): 2 x connector strip
Video (analog): 1 x connector strip
camera sensor
Type: CMOS 1/3 & Prime; Resolution: 2 MP
Visible detection area : 100 °
recording area (on the screen)
rotary knob in position 9: 100 °
with normal 4: 3 output: 85 °
color system : PAL resolution
video signal : Analog-CVBS, 50Hz/625 lines
switching threshold daily to night operations : 1 LX
sensitivity to light in S/W operation : 0.1 LX
Electronic aperture : up to 1/60 000 s
recommended assembly height : 1.50 m
ambient temperature :-25 ° C to +70 ° C
protection class : IP54
Notes
• The color camera must not be arranged directly under one lamp.

Abmessungen & Details
Connection technology: 2-wire bus technology
Depth in cm: 2,0
Height in cm: 10,65
Width in cm: 10,65


